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Rectangle

Non-PVC – virgin 

Not applicable

Transparant Silicone look

55 (±3)
(measured as Shore-A, at room temperature)

200 meters cardboard reel,
2 reels in a carton box

12x3mm ( 12 ± 0,2 x 3 ± 0,15 )
13.8x2.9mm ( 13.8 ± 0,2 x 2.9 ± 0,15 )

Store away from direct sun light, heat or moisture sources.
Temperature of handling the material is at room temperature (20°C | 68°F).
To maintain the technical properties of the material unaltered it is recommended to 
keep the product in dry and ventilated storerooms.

This information sheet has been created with the utmost care. Unless indicated 
otherwise, this sheet is solely intended to provide general information. It should not 
be relied on for any specific purpose and no representation or warranty is given as 
regards its accuracy or completeness.

Articles are produced in EEC.
Conditions are deposited with KvK Eindhoven; 17060724.

Flat Keder
PREMIUM SRK / ELASTIC
Overview
The flat Premium SRK (Silicone Replacement Keder) is a recyclable non-PVC, 
top end product, with the same elasticity as the silicone strip. Advantages:  
the Premium SRK has no ‘talk powder’ on it, so no dirt on dark printed fabrics. 
The Premium SRK is recyclable. The flat keder is stitched onto printed fabrics 
and ensures the printed textile can be clamped into the aluminium profile and 
stretched into the frame. The scope of application for textile frames is very wide, 
such as: LED frames, Stand construction, Retail and interiors.
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Dimension*

12x3 mm

13.8x2.9 mm

Color*

Transparent 
Silicone look

Transparent 
Silicone look

Shape

Rectangle

Rectangle

Shore*

Shore 55

Shore 55

Packaging 

2 Cardboard 
reels 200m in

carton box

2 Cardboard 
reels 200m in 

carton box

Flat Keder
 PREMIUM SRK / ELASTIC 

(* tolerance ± is applicable) Other variations might be available upon request

Description

FLAT KEDER 12x3 mm
Transparent Elastic

FLAT KEDER 13.8x2.9 mm
Transparent Elastic

ARTICLE CODE
2210104

2210101
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